
Lump on Back of Head the Size of a Tangerine 

 

Picture 3 months later. 

 

Started swelling up when a huge lump 
developed on the back of the left side of my 
head.  Close to my hairline and behind my 
ear.  It was the size of a tangerine.   I 
SLEPT a lot.  Felt tired all the time.  I 
started to swell up like a toad.  Especially 
around neck face and ears.  Kept to a strict 
diet... Juicing and soups.  No meats.  Was 
very miserable.  Felt so much swelling in 
ears.  I could hear alright but everything 
inside my head felt swollen.   Was always 
nauseous.  Threw up a lot.   Could not be 
around any odors.  Slept day and night.  
Went to doctor.  Did all kinds of test. 
Checked liver, kidneys, spleen, ears, did a 
CBC Blood test and all kinds of tests 
necessary and everything came out alright.  
I would doze off at a moment’s notice 
anywhere I went.  Had to have someone 
drive me around.   Continued eating soups 
and juicing.  Drank 3 cups of clay three 
times a day, took 3 hour clay baths every 
day, and did  2 to 3 coffee enemas each 
day for  a period of 3 months.  – Frankie W. 
 

Picture 3 months later.  Swelling went down.  Lump 
disappeared.   Started having energy.  No longer 
slept all day.  Only once in a while.  Stopped taking 
daily baths.  Continued drinking 1 cup of clay 3 
times a day.  Continued juicing and eating soups. 
 
Did not lose any weight.  Stayed the same.  
Concentrated on getting better.   Totally healed. 
 
I give God credit for healing me with this wonderful 
natural product.  Thank you Perry for helping and 
guiding me through the healing process.  You spent 
hours on the phone encouraging me.  I cannot 
thank you enough.  I tell people about you every 
chance I get and I tell people about this special clay 
each time I come across someone in need.  God is 
the one who ultimately does the healing.  What a 
wonderful thing he did in giving us this clay. –  
Frankie W. 
 


